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 Pakistani society owes much to numerous progressive left-wing individuals, as well as 
small groups. They unionized industrial and railway workers, helped peasants organize 
against powerful landlords, inspired Pakistan's minority provinces to demand their rights, set 
standards of writing and journalism, and raised voices for peace and against militarism. 
Often this was at enormous personal cost. Leaders and workers belonging to worker and 
student groups have been targeted, victimized, beaten, and sometimes killed. 
 

But the truth must be the told - secular, liberal, and left groupings never had a national 
presence in Pakistan and, even at their peak during the 1970's, could not muster even a 
fraction of the street power of the Islamic or mainstream parties. 

 
A comparison with India is telling. While the Indian Left has also never attained state 

power- or even come close to exercising power and influence on the scale of the Congress 
Party - it looms large in states like Kerala, Tripura, and West Bengal where it successfully 
ended iniquitous feudal land relations. Across the country it helps maintain a secular polity, 
protects minorities, keeps alive a broad focus on progressive ideas in culture, art, and 
education, and uses science to fight superstition. Today, a Maoist movement militantly 
challenges the depredations of capitalism as it wreaks destruction on their native habitat. 
Left-inspired movements noticeably impeded passage of the US-India nuclear deal. Indeed, 
for all its divisions and in-fighting, the Indian Left is a significant political force that is a 
thousand times stronger than its Pakistani counterpart. 

 
Surely this difference begs an explanation. The answer is to be found in Pakistan's 

genesis and the overwhelming role of religion in matters of the state, as well as a denial of 
reality by a sizeable section of the Left. 

 
EARLY YEARS 

Carved out of Hindu-majority India, Pakistan was the culmination of the competition and 
conflict between natives who had converted to Islam and those who had not. On the whole, 
Indian Muslims had less education and were less willing than Hindus to accept alien ways of 
thinking. These included communist and socialist ideas, which were consequences of the 
European Enlightenment. Muslims mostly opposed the British for nationalistic reasons, but 
they also saw science and modernity as alien impositions. In 1835, for example, more than 
8,000 Muslim notables in the state of Bengal signed a petition against the teaching of 
English and modern ideas. Hindus, on the other hand, were more ready to integrate alien 
ways of thinking into their culture. 
 

Pakistan came into being on the basis of religious identity, as exemplified in Mohammed 
Ali Jinnah's Two-Nation Theory. But this soon led to painful paradoxes. An overbearing West 
Pakistan ran roughshod over East Pakistan and was despised as an external imperial 
power. The enthusiasm of Muslim Bengalis for Bangladesh - and their failure to repent 
decades after the separation - was a blow against the very basis of Pakistan. Nevertheless, 
contrary to dire predictions, the Pakistani state survived. Its powerful military crushed 
emerging separatist movements in Baluchistan and Sind. 

 



For a while after 1971 the question of national ideology fell into limbo. Aware of the 
popular demand for economic justice, the newly-elected prime minister, Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto, 
also knew that anything that smacked of Marx's "religion is the opiate of the masses" could 
not work in a deeply religious society. The shrewdest politician that Pakistan has ever had, 
he invented "Islamic socialism" and inspired an agenda for progressive change. But land 
reform for him, as a big landlord, would have meant too much personal sacrifice. For all his 
electioneering rhetoric, he also did not wish to alienate the other pillars of the Pakistani state: 
the army and industrial class. Social reform took back-stage. Instead Bhutto chose to raise 
national fervor by promising revenge for the loss of the East Wing, declared a "war of a 
thousand years" against India, and started off Pakistan's quest for the atomic bomb. 
Although anti-lndianism served temporarily as a rallying cry, the military coup of 1977 that 
sent Bhutto off to the gallows was to revive the national identity issue. 

 
ZIA REMAKES PAKISTAN 

Soon after he seized power, General Zia-ul-Haq announced his intention to remake Pakistan 
and end the confusion of Pakistan's purpose and identity once and for all. The word soon 
went out that Pakistan was henceforth not to be described as a Muslim state. Instead, it was 
now an Islamic state where Islamic law would soon reign supreme. To achieve this re-
conceptualization, Zia knew that future generations of Pakistanis would have to be purged of 
liberal and secular values. 
 

Thus began a massive decade-long state-sponsored project. Democracy was demonized 
and declared un-lslamic, culture was purified of Hindu contamination, Hindi words were 
removed from Urdu to the extent possible, capital punishment was freely used, left and 
liberal opinion was silenced, and religion was introduced into every aspect of public and 
private life. Education became a key weapon. 

 
Zia's generation is everywhere today in Pakistan. A moderate Muslim majority country 

has become one where the majority of citizens want Islam to play a key role in politics. The 
effects of indoctrination are clearly visible. Even as the sharia-seeking Taliban were busy 
blowing up girls and boys schools (over 950, to date), a survey by World Public Opinion.Org 
in 2008 found that 54% of Pakistanis wanted strict application of sharia while 25% wanted it 
in some more dilute form. Totaling 79%, this was the largest percentage in the four countries 
surveyed (Morocco, Egypt, Pakistan, Indonesia). 

 
A more recent survey of 2,000 young Pakistanis between 18-27 years of age found that 

"three-quarters of all young people identify themselves primarily as Muslims. Just 14% 
chose to define themselves primarily as a citizen of Pakistan." The youth are deeply worried 
by lack of employment, economic inflation, corruption, and violence. In this turbulent sea, it is 
not surprising that most see religion as their anchor. 

 
For some, violent change is the answer to the country's problems. This is precisely what 

Zaid Hamid, Pakistan's self-styled Hitler-clone, advocates. A fiery demagogue who claims to 
have fought against the Soviets in Afghanistan, he builds on the insecurity of the young. 
Enthralled college students pack auditoriums to listen to this self-proclaimed jihadist rail 
against Jews, Hindus, and Christians. Millions watch him on various TV channels as he 
lashes out against Pakistan's corrupt rulers and other "traitors," praises the Afghan Taliban 
as heroes and a force of resistance, and promises that those who betrayed the nation's 
honor by joining America's war on terror will hang from lampposts in Islamabad. In his 
promised Islamic Utopia of amputations and stonings, speedy Taliban-style justice will 
replace the clumsy and corrupt courts established by the imperial British. 

 
ANTI-AMERICANISM 

Pakistan is probably the most anti-American country in the world. Right, centre and left share 
the antipathy. Surveys show that the US is disliked far less in Cuba, Iraq, and Afghanistan - 



all countries that have been attacked by Washington. A private survey carried out by a 
European embassy based in Islamabad found that only 4% of Pakistanis polled speak well 
of America, 96% against. The US has displaced India as Pakistan's number one enemy, at 
least for now. 
 

Why these intense feelings? Drone strikes are often quoted, but these are relatively 
precise strikes on Al-Qaida and Taliban targets in Waziristan, which have devastated the 
Islamist leadership while killing some civilians as well. Although the death of innocents is 
terrible and deserves condemnation, it pales in comparison to the carnage in Vietnam's 
cities which were carpet-bombed by B-52's in the 1970's. Nevertheless, the anger in 
Pakistan leads to a ferocious anger far greater than ever existed in Vietnam. 

 
The explanation may lie in wounded pride and Pakistan's dependence syndrome. US-

Pakistan relations are frankly transactional– America today pays Pakistan to fight a war that 
is primarily for America's benefit. It is a separate matter that Pakistan must now fight the war 
for its own survival. Some Pakistanis use the crude image of a condom to describe the US-
Pakistan relationship; Pakistan will be used for the business at hand and be cast off 
immediately when the business is concluded. This self-loathing is typical of what a client 
state develops for its paymaster. One sees this in Egypt as well. 

 
Pakistan's excessive dependence on external powers comes from its long-standing 

dispute with India over Kashmir. This called for much military hardware, soon acquired by 
turning towards the West. In the 1950's, Pakistan entered into the SEATO and CENTO 
military pacts aimed against communism. This helped weaken its nascent left-wing forces. 
More importantly, it made the Pakistani Army the most powerful and well organized 
institution in the country. In time it developed huge corporate interests and has, directly or 
indirectly, run Pakistan since the first military coup in 1958. 

 
Pakistan's experience of being a US ally in the 1980's is the cause of much residual 

bitterness. At the cutting edge of the US-organized jihad against the Soviets, Pakistan was 
dumped once the war was over and left alone to deal with numerous toxic consequences. 
Among them was a large army of ideologically-charged fighters, willing to put their finely-
honed skills to use. But disadvantage was soon turned to advantage when the Pakistani 
state hit upon using these fighters for bleeding India in Kashmir, as well as securing strategic 
depth in Afghanistan. The dragon seed, planted by the Pakistan Army, is only half regretted 
today. 

 
THE CONSPIRACY 

INDUSTRY 
In a country that can boast of few achievements in improving the lot of its own people, 
legitimate criticisms tend to be conflated with illegitimate ones. After all, it is human nature to 
blame others for one's own miseries. Today the US is frequently held to blame for Pakistan's 
ills, old and new. Absurdities abound. Surely America should not be held responsible for the 
sewage-contaminated water that Pakistanis must drink, the pitifully low level of taxes 
collected, the barbarity of the police, or the massive theft of electricity by rich and poor alike. 
Nor can it be blamed for the fact that Kashmir is unresolved and that Pakistan's generals 
foolishly thought of winning it through covert wars. 
 

Of course, Pakistan is not the only country where America provides a rationalization for 
internal failures. US-bashing is a structural phenomenon where, at least sometimes, it has 
nothing to do with what America actually does. For example, one recently saw the amazing 
spectacle of Hamid Karzai threatening to join the Taliban and lashing out against the 
Americans because they (probably correctly) suggested he had committed electoral fraud. 

 



In the present anti-American climate, the manufacture of conspiracy theories has become 
Pakistanis’ single biggest industry. Various polls show that the events of 9/11 are assumed 
by most Pakistanis to have been a CIA-Mossad conspiracy designed to malign Muslims and 
a part of the West's war on Islam. It is also believed that Osama bin Laden did not carry out 
these attacks and, even if he did, that he died long ago. Many think he is an American agent 
trained and armed by the CIA, while Blackwater is believed to be behind suicide attacks in 
Pakistani markets and mosques. On the other hand, the Afghan Taliban are often pictured 
as simply freedom-loving people trying to free their country from foreign occupation. Just 
when one feels that the limits of absurdity have finally been crossed, some popular television 
anchor throws out a conspiracy story that leaves one gasping. 

 
Example : for months one heard the theory from various popular anchorpersons that 

leaders of the Pakistani Taliban, Baitullah Mehsud and Hakimullah Mehsud, were US 
agents. But there was deafening silence when these leaders were killed by American 
drones. And, by the way, what happened to the khatna (circumcision) theory–that suicide 
bombers were uncircumcised and were either Blackwater employees or Indian agents? Now 
that one can check the carcasses of suicide bombers frozen in cold storage, that theory has 
conveniently disappeared from the market. 

 
Pakistan's collective psychosis is painful to behold. When a suicide bomber walked into 

the female cafeteria at the Islamic University in Islamabad, followed by a second bomber in 
the male cafeteria, one might have thought that great anger would have been expressed at 
the Taliban. Instead, the brainwashed students vented their anger at the university 
administration, government, and America instead of the perpetrators of this heinous deed. 
The Jamaat-e-lslami and other religious political parties flatly refused to condemn the suicide 
attack on students. 

 
Ordinary Pakistanis - including the bearded and burqa'ed ones - have fully bought into 

America-bashing. So does the westernized elite which yearns for a Green Card, sends its 
children to US universities, listens to American pop music, and drives out in fancy cars to a 
McDonald's. It also includes Pakistanis permanently settled in the US, who writhe in guilt 
knowing they live off an anti-Muslim superpower–as they see it. 

Tragically for Pakistan, many leftists do not realize that anti-Americanism has played 
squarely into the hands of Islamic militants. These militants vigorously promote the notion 
that this is a bipolar conflict of Islam versus imperialism when, in fact, they are actually 
waging an armed struggle to remake society. They will keep fighting this war even if America 
were to miraculously evaporate into space. Created by poverty, a war-culture, and the 
macabre manipulations of Pakistan's intelligence services, religious militants want a total 
transformation of society. This means eliminating music, art, entertainment, and all 
manifestations of modernity and westernism. Side goals include chasing away the few 
surviving native Christians, Sikhs, and Hindus from the Frontier province. 

 
There is certainly legitimate reason for countries across the world to feel negatively about 

America. In pursuit of its self-interest, wealth and security, it has waged illegal wars, bribed, 
bullied and overthrown governments, supported tyrants and military governments, and 
undermined movements for progressive change. But the conspiracy-thinking of "foreign 
hands" being behind most ills is deadly for a nation's mental health. If some "foreign hand" is 
imagined behind everything then that kills self-confidence and one's ability to control 
outcomes. Imagining these "extra-terrestrial" forces deadens the ability to think rationally, 
and sharply reduces the capacity to deal with terrorism–which is here to stay in Pakistan for 
the foreseeable future. 

 
Angry at the rapaciousness of imperialism and the horrors it has wrought upon the world, 

some in the Left are supporting anything and everything that purports to fight America. For 
them, the badge of virtue belongs to those who berate America with every breath. Thus they 



implicitly side with religious radicals in Pakistan, oppose the pro-democracy movement in 
Iran, and call for Afghanistan to be turned over to the Taliban. One finds the appalling 
assertion that the Taliban are spearheading national liberation struggles in Afghanistan and 
Pakistan, and that Hezbollah and Hamas deserve unqualified support from the international 
left. However, little sympathy is shown for the Muslim Uighurs of Sinkiang, presumably 
because China still lies in the good books of some leftists. Today, in a country that is divided 
on everything else, strong anti-US feelings provide a rare point of consensus. Sadly, some in 
the Pakistani Left seek to cash in on this. 

 
What can the Left do to turn the situation around? The answer is: not very much. It is too 

small. Although its efforts for creating a better society will not and should not cease, it has no 
realistic chance of becoming a major national force in the foreseeable future. Instead, given 
the bankruptcy of Pakistan's Islamic and mainstream parties, perhaps the Left's real 
importance lies in being a moral force that helps nudge Pakistani society in a positive 
direction. 

 
To do this, leftists must use simple direct arguments instead of convoluted explanations 

that conflate all adversaries together at the same time. 
 
Pakistan needs reform not revolution. The Left needs to know that there is not a chance 

in a million of capturing state power in the foreseeable future. In fact, the only ones who can 
even conceivably bring about a revolution are the Islamists. And their revolution is to be 
dreaded because they will wipe out every little gain made in sixty years. Therefore the Left 
must pick its fights, and not try to fight everyone at the same time. 

 
At a time when the country needs clarity of thought, one must not look at everything 

through the prism of fossilized ideologies. Nor should one pose silly moralistic questions like: 
"Is America good or bad?" Of course America is just as selfish as most other countries, has 
repeatedly committed aggression overseas, has worsened the Palestine problem, and 
maintains the world's largest military machine. Everybody also knows that it will rush to 
make a deal with the Taliban if that is perceived to be in its self-interest, and will do so even 
if that means abandoning the people of Afghanistan to blood-thirsty fanatics. 

 
But the Americans did not create religious fanaticism in Pakistan, which has existed from 

the country's very beginning. Certainly, they are guilty of releasing this ferocious attack dog 
from its cage, and then making it even more bloodthirsty. However, this monster will not 
return to the cage even if the Americans go away from Afghanistan. 

 
So for Pakistanis the important question is: what are the options for Pakistan's people 

today? To become relevant to the real needs of Pakistan's peoples, Pakistan's leftists need 
to reaffirm their allegiance to what truly matters. Instead of chasing demons and indulging in 
meaningless sloganeering, they must squarely face religious militancy as the most 
immediate problem. Left-wing ideals lie in the great ideals of economic justice, secularism, 
universalistic ideas of human rights, good governance, women's rights, and rationality in 
human affairs. Washington must be firmly resisted, but only when it seeks to drag Pakistan 
away from these goals. It is futile to frame every debate in pro- or anti-America terms; the 
key point is to be pro-people. 

 
If it chooses, the Left can play an important role to play in setting the moral compass. 

Only then will it matter to Pakistan, and only then can it grow in strength.  
 


